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WYSE National Norms  
Mentor Training Component: 1. The WYSE National Network 

WYSE is a national 501(c)(3) nonprofit mentoring organization. As such, we must 
uphold the integrity of our national organization, brand, mission, and core 
operating principles by ensuring that certain elements of our program are 
consistent across all branches, no matter what. It is critical that all WYSE 
branches are held to the same standards and operate in alignment with WYSE's 
national structure and the Critical Elements of a WYSE Branch.  

Key norms are as follows:   

1. THE WYSE CURRICULUM - The WYSE curriculum is a large part of what makes our 
program unique and what separates us from other mentoring and after-school programs for 
adolescent girls. Branches must present all three sections of the curriculum each program year; 
branches may NOT choose (at the university or middle school's discretion) to opt out of any of the 
three sections of the curriculum. Thus, branches must operate within schools and frameworks that 
fully support the entire curriculum. At the beginning of the semester, branches must submit to the 
Board a schedule of planned sessions.  

2. MIDDLE SCHOOL TARGET - WYSE serves young women in middle school, grades 6-8. 
WYSE is not designed for 5th graders and is not currently positioned for high school adolescents. For 
branches serving more than one grade level, sessions should be split by grade so that content can be 
tailored accordingly.  

3. WEEKLY SESSION and REFLECTION MEETING - Branches visit their school sites 
weekly. All branches must conduct a weekly hour-long reflection meeting to review and reflect upon 
the previous session, and to prepare for and discuss the upcoming session.  

4. TRAINING - Comprehensive and intentional mentor training is required at the start of each 
program year. Components of this training are standardized at the national level and include, but are 
not limited to the following: diversity and Cultural Awareness, role plays, national org structure, 
program expectations, and the Five Ws of WYSE. In addition, all branches should conduct an 
additional mini- training (2 hours) in January prior to the start of Unit 2 in the curriculum. Fall training 
(4 hours) should be designed in accordance with the parameters outlined in the WYSE Mentor 
Training Handbook.   
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5. COMMUNICATION & ACCOUNTABILITY - It is important that branch directors respond to 
all Board communications in a timely manner. Branches commit to three formal check-ins with the 
WYSE Board each program year. These check-ins are intended to troubleshoot any challenges that 
may rise, communicate national WYSE updates, and gather ongoing feedback as to how the Board 
can best support branch operations. Branches also commit to adhering to all stated policies and 
program expectations at the national level, including criminal history background checks at the start of 
each program year. In exchange, the Board is committed to transparency and responsiveness to all 
branch inquiries and requests for support.  

6. COMMITMENT - Continuity and consistency is imperative in both leadership and mentorship. 
WYSE mentors must commit to a full school year of service. If a mentor knows up front that she 
cannot fulfill this commitment (eg. she is studying abroad Spring semester), she will not be assigned 
to a mentee, but she can still participate in group mentoring in the Fall. Mentors who are paired with a 
mentee must spend time with their mentee outside of session and be in touch with their mentee each 
week outside of session.  

7. COMMUNITY ACTION - Community action in WYSE should be an ongoing process involving 
both mentors and mentees. The WYSE National Movement is conducted each spring when all 
branches simultaneously participate in an agreed upon grassroots community action project.  

8. OBJECTIVE & EMPOWERING - WYSE mentors deliver content in a manner that is 
objective so as to raise awareness and then empower mentees to make healthy and informed 
decisions on their own. WYSE is about instilling in young women the ability to be problem-solvers, 
critical thinkers, and effective decision makers. WYSE does not pass judgment or teach a "right or 
wrong" approach. Remember: Resist the "Righting" reflex!  

9. THE WYSE BRAND - It is imperative that branches communicate their connection to a 
national organization in all external affairs, recruitment, and PR communications. Branches must all 
use the national WYSE logo to represent their part of the national 501(c)3 nonprofit organization. In 
addition, branches may create and promote their own logos.  

10. EXPANSION - WYSE aims to broaden its footprint to serve more communities nationwide. All 
expansion endeavors are thoughtfully and intentionally initiated and managed by the Board.  

 


